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In the paper, the automatic monitoring system had been developed to 
auto-monitor real-time broadcast transmitters in the radio transmitting station. It 
could monitor transmitters real-time in multiple modes, such as dates, tables, sound. 
It also could automatic transmitter switch control, emergency treatment, fault alarm 
and diagnostic. The handheld terminal, SMS platform, GPS satellite timing had been 
also added. It had been proved that the developed system could work reliably in the 
high-power, multi-frequency, strong high-frequency environment. 
The auto-monitor system design had been proposed after analyzing the structure, 
function and features of programmable automation controllers in the paper. And run 
in the 201 station of Xiamen Media Group. Base on it, the immunity of On-site 
monitoring system had been designed for improving reliable of the system when it 
had been in a strong magnetic field. The design using the modular system had 
special characteristics. The automatic control of the transmitter had work by using 
PAC as slave machine. And the monitor system of ethernet set up by ethernet 
interfaces. The monitor software of master machine was developed by Visual C++. It 
could monitor remotely transmitter and expand intelligence capabilities. The slave 
machine could work independently without the master machine. It meant the whole 
system could work only the slave machine running when the master machine had 
broken. The developed Slave Machine Subsystem had been an important part of the 
automatic real-time monitoring system, and a key role in the whole system. 
The results of the paper are of important realistic significance to labor saving, 
higher efficiency, downsizing to improve efficiency, the scientific management of 
the radio transmitting station, improving reliability of the equipment, security and 
quality of broadcast. It provides a secure, reliable technological support for 
unmanned station. The automatic monitoring transmitters system has been put into 
use. So it increased the information technology level of the radio transmitting station 
and laid the foundation of the safety of the broadcasting task. It also cut back 
expenditure and had remarkable social benefits. The more, it has tentatively probed 
in automatic broadcast of the whole company and it played a good demonstration 















station. It could be higher practical value. It also apt to be used in median wave, 
shortwave, FM and TV transmitting after changing environment parameters 
according to actual station conditions. 
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根据国家广播电影电视总局的 新统计数据显示，到 2010 年底，全国共有
广播电台 227 个，电视台 247 个，广播电视台 2120 个，教育电视台 44 个。全









调、帘调、抑制栅调和自动板调先后被淘汰，唯有乙类屏调，在 20 世纪 70 年
代以前，一直居主导地位。20 世纪 80 年代出现了脉冲宽度调制（PDM）和脉
冲阶梯调制（PSM）。其中，上海明珠公司生产的 TS-3C 型全固态 PDM 中波发
射机和哈广公司生产的 GZ-G3K-Ⅱ型 PDM 3KW 全固态 PDM 中波发射机为国
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